Using the A/V Equipment:

1. Plug your computer into the wall plate in the northeast corner of the room using the HDMI or VGA Cable stored in the lectern. Return these cords when finished.

2. Tap the Crestron Panel to turn it on.

3. Tap “Power On” in the Upper Left Corner under “Projector.” (marked #3)

4. Tap “Wall Plate” from Sources at the top of the Crestron Panel. (marked #4)

5. Tap the white box above “Projector” under Destinations (in the above photo that box reads “Rise”). (marked #5)

6. Adjust volume at the right if needed. (marked #6)

7. When finished, Tap “Exit System” in the bottom right corner. (marked #7)

Optional - The display on the north wall (windows) is Display 1 and the Display above the high tops is Display 4. To use these, tap Wall Plate and then the Destination (Display 1 or 4) after tapping “Power On” on either.